


WHY?
The Black Box registers everything that 

happens on a journey, and you never know

what’s inside it. We thought the name Black 

Box was ideal, since we plan on travelling 

around the world in a black camper van  

filled with all kinds of artists.
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WHAT
Our idea is to unite local artists from Florianópolis 

island, a city in Brazil that is becoming one of the

main hubs for music, sports and art in the country.

We intend to take our culture and influences to

different places and crowds, through events 

moved by cultural exchange.

Our main focus will be to encourage the local 

scene on each place we visit, with music, live 

painting and flash tattoos performed by the Black

Box team, and always inviting one or two local 

artists, musicians to participate.



WHAT
• Hostel parties

• Art exhibition

• Street art

• Flash day tattoo

• DJ sets

• Live painting

• Art fair

• Trip cinema

• Workshops (DJ, tattoo, draw)

• Social actions

• Local artist invited





WHO



ARIVASSA DANKA 
UMBERT

DROCCO SHAKA



ARIVASSA
Born in Santa Catarina, Ariel has been living in 

Florianópolis since  he was 9 years old. Influenced 

by the skateboard culture, he started to get 

involved In the art universe when he was very 

young, this background brought a lot of identity 

to his work, filled with black draws, and strong 

concepts behind each illustration. 

With a degree in graphic design from ESPM in São

Paulo, he has worked as an art director in the best

advertising agencies of Florianópolis.

After some of his most relevant works, such as the 

album cover of

MV BILL’s, he is currently working as a graphic 

designer at Black Joy, an art gallery situated in 

one of the most touristic regions of Florianópolis.



DANKA 
UMBERT
Born in the beautiful and inspiring Florianópolis city 

(alsoknown as the Magic Island), in Santa Catarina - 

Brazil, Danka satrted his journey with canvases, and later 

on took his art to the walls through graffiti. At the age 

of 26, he has crossed the bridge from Florianópolis into 

the world, taking his inspiring muses to exhibitions in 

places like Novo Hamburgo (Brazil), Indonesia and Japan. 

Throughout his history, he met and shared the process of 

creating art with renowned artists such as Diego de Los 

Campos, from Brazil, and John Howard, from England. 

Such opportunities have led him to the refinement of his 

own creation technique: the one that comes straight from 

the soul, using intuition as the main guide in compositions.

His acrylic on canvas pieces have won the hearts of big 

brands like Converse, Wiskey Jameson, Red Bull and

LOST. The artist’s latest exhibition took place at the Black 

Joy - Cafe and Art Gallery, located in Lagoa da Conceição, 

Florianópolis.



DROCCO
Danilo Rocco a.k.a. Drocco, is an illustrator and tattoo art-

ist born in the outskirts of São Paulo, he currently resides 

in Florianópolis where he is studying Design at UDESC 

University.

Creator of the brand The Tropical Disease, his work con-

sists mainly of extremely detailed black draws, drawings 

applied to serigraphy and tattoos.

A tattoo artist for 3 years now, Drocco has gained notori-

ety for his unique style: a mixture of pointillism, fine lines 

and blackwork only tattoos, he is now a resident artist 

at Black Joy and Art Live Lab, the only two locations in 

Florianópolis that unites tattoo studios and art galleries.



SHAKA
Rodrigo Vellutini is a producer/DJ, with his musical project 

Shaka he has played across many venues, from Tribaltech, Coala 

Festival and Universo Paralello Festival to famous nightclubs 

in Brazil such as Lions Nightclub, Clash Club and many others. 

Sharing the stage with artists such as Criolo, Marcelo D2, Black 

Alien, Bexiga 70 and Tom Zé.

In search of what made him start his journey into music 

production, he founded his new solo project,  Afterclapp, that 

had it’s debut party in Barcelona in September. 

He also ventures into soundtrack design and has won and has 

recently been awarded “Best Soundtrack” by MIMPI Surf Film 

Festival on his musical selection for the movie “Um Filme de 

Surfe” by director Bruno Zanin. And has recently produced the 

soundtrack for Layback Beer’s new ad.

As a DJ, he is quite ecletic, playing sets that range from Brazilian 

Beats, to Hip Hop, Breaks, Glitch, Bass Music, Trip Hop and even 

Chillout.



WHERE
Europe, because it is the only place 

on earth that it is possible to visit so 

many different cultures, countries 

and people travelling by land. 

Also it is a place that values artistic 

movements and initiatives.



WHERE
• Skate parks

• Park and public spaces 

• Hostel

• Art galleries

• Pubs

• University

• Beaches

• Tattoo studio

• Atelier





WHEN
During the summer months, while the weather 

is nice and warm, students are on vacation 

and people are walking on the streets, parks 

and beaches. Also the time when big cultural 

festivals happen around Europe

TOTAL DURATION 80 DAYS



MEDIA
For a brand to connect with its young consumers, 

it is necessary to be part of the ongoing movement 

and local scene they are inserted in, once regular 

publicity and ads aren’t as effective as an ideal 

generated by brand representatives. In this context 

people relate and get involved with the brand 

through memorable experiences and real actions.



MEDIA
Your brand will not only be seen and interacted 

with the target audience but will also have 

repercussions on large print and digital media, 

for example.

• g1.com.br

• hypness.com.br

• revistatrip.uol.com.br

• hardcore.uol.com.br

• zupi.com.br

• mtn.com

• and others



MEDIA

We are going to document every step of our 

journey. Since all the material generated will

be unique and people will be able to follow 

and be part of our trip, this generates 

media that will be viewed not only in Brazil 

but also on every country we visit. A short 

episode shall be made for each destination, 

and people will be able to follow our trip 

through social media. Also at the end of our 

long journey we’ll make a short movie with 

original soundtracks.

• Facebook

• Instagram

• Youtube

• Vimeo

• Soundcloud sets

• Spotfy playlists
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MORE
INFO
instagram.com/blackboxtour

instagram.com/arivassa

instagram.com/dankaumbert

instagram.com/droccoart

www.shakamusic.com

  



JOIN US!




